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Della Galton
Sunrise Over Pebble Bay

Talented, yet relatively unknown actress and celebration cake baker extraordinaire Olivia Lambert is running out of 
time. Approaching forty, she's yet to land the role that will launch her television career and she's desperate to be a 
mum.
Her new man, Phil Grimshaw from the Bluebell Cliff Hotel, seems the perfect match, but seems to be in no rush to 
settle down.
Having ditched her childhood sweetheart and fiancé, Tom Boyd, when he backtracked about being a dad, Olivia dreads 
making the same mistake again. Rocked by confessions from both her sister Ruby and Tom, Olivia knows it's time to 
make some life changing decisions.
Then a terrifying incident off Chesil Beach changes the course of her future and brings Olivia to question everything 
she values and loves.
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Jo Bartlett
A Winter's Wish For The Cornish Midwife

A secret love...
As winter descends on the coastal town of Port Agnes, midwife Toni Samuels' mood is as dark as the winter clouds 
that roll in. Toni loves her job as a midwife, but her private life is falling apart. Because Toni is keeping a secret – a 
relationship with fellow male midwife Bobby that no one can ever know about. 
A damaged hope... 
Kind and gorgeous, Bobby is a huge hit at the midwifery centre, but he's tired of keeping his feelings for Toni a secret 
– of always coming second best. He knows that Toni's past is painful, but unless she can be open with her feelings for
him, he's prepared to walk away from their love.
Can love find a way? 
Toni loves Bobby and wishes things could be different between them. But torn between her past and a future with 
him, everything seems hopeless. Until fate hands Toni one last chance...
Now Toni's secret wish is in her hands...if only she can be brave enough to take a chance and make her dreams come true.
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Louise Douglas
The Room In The Attic
A child who does not know her name...
In 1903 fishermen find a wrecked boat containing a woman, who has been badly beaten, and a young girl. An 
ambulance is sent for, and the two survivors are taken to All Hallows, the imposing asylum, hidden deep on Dartmoor. 
The woman remains in a coma, but the little girl, Harriet, awakens and is taken to an attic room, far away from the 
noise of the asylum, and is put in the care of Nurse Emma Everdeen. 
Two motherless boys banished to boarding school...
In 1993, All Hallows is now a boarding school. Following his mother's death and his father's hasty remarriage, Lewis 
Tyler is banished to Dartmoor, stripped of his fashionable clothes, shorn of his long hair, and left feeling more alone 
than ever. There he meets Isak, another lost soul, and whilst refurbishment of the dormitories is taking place, the boys 
are marooned up in the attic, in an old wing of the school. 
Cries and calls from the past that can no longer be ignored... 
All Hallows is a building full of memories, whispers, cries from the past. As Lewis and Isak learn more about the fate 
of Harriet, and Nurse Emma's desperate fight to keep the little girl safe, it soon becomes clear there are ghosts who 
are still restless. Are they ghosts the boys hear at night in the room above, are they the unquiet souls from the asylum 
still caught between the walls? And can Lewis and Isak bring peace to All Hallows before the past breaks them first...
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Gillian Godden
Fool's Gold

A new life...
With their wretched life in Liverpool behind them, Julie and Ralph Gold head to London for their next big break. Julie's 
had enough of slumming it, she's ready to quit their life of crime and go legit.
The same old game...
But it seems their reputation has beaten them to it, and the underworld is already bubbling with news of their arrival. 
And as much as Julie tries to go straight, the more people underestimate them and treat them like fools. And there is 
only so much Julie can take... 
One last trick...
So when they are offered one final big job, Julie knows they should say no. It's risky and could cost them everything 
they have. But it could also be their last chance to make it big.
And when fools rush in, the Golds take the spoils.
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Alex Stone
The Perfect Daughter

The perfect daughter...
Jess Harper has spent her whole life trying to make her mum, Abigail happy and proud. And everything Jess does, from 
the clothes she wears, the job she has, the men she dates, are all approved by Abigail first.
The perfect boyfriend...
So when Jess announces that she has a new man in her life - plumber Adam - Abigail is less than impressed. 'A 
plumber? Really, Jessica...' Adam encourages Jess to break free from her mum's manipulation, can't she see what's 
happening?
The perfect mother...
But Abigail is only doing these things to keep Jess safe, to protect her from getting hurt again...isn't she?
Or the perfect liar?
Jess, caught in the middle, doesn't know who to believe or trust. And then Adam vanishes without trace.
Now Jess is the police's prime suspect and they want to know if Jess really is as perfect as she seems...
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Kerry Kaya
The Score

He did the crime...
Twenty years ago, Fletch avenged the gangland killing of his younger brother, Spencer and accepted his guilt. But his 
actions meant he had to leave his precious children, Austin and Kitty to fend for themselves. He thought they would 
be looked after...
Served his time...
Now a free man, Fletch returns to find his family in chaos, devastated by his prolonged incarceration. Kit is married to 
notorious gangster Rosco Taylor, while Austin seems hell bent on doing everything he can to create a turf war.
Fletch knows he has to do something to get his kids under control, but he also knows that the seeds of this disaster 
were planted long ago by his own reckless actions.
Now Fletch is back and it's time to settle the score.
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Lisa Hobman
Starting Over At Sunset Cottage
Do you love someone enough to let them go?
It was love at first sight when talented art student Felicity 'Flick' Johnston-Hart and Jim MacDuff's worlds collided at 
Oxford University.
However, after years of blissful marriage, everything crashes down when their marriage comes to a painful and abrupt 
end, thanks to Flick's interfering mother Penelope.
Finally succumbing to maternal pressure, Flick falls into the high-flying career her mother believed she was destined 
for. However, she soon realises life without Jim isn't all she'd hoped, and that some decisions, once made, cannot be 
undone.
Meanwhile, Jim is settling back into life as a single man in the beautiful Highland village of Shieldaig, when an 
unexpected visitor brings painful news. A letter from beyond the grave leads him to do something he never imagined 
and takes him on a journey he didn't anticipate.
Can either of them heal and truly move on?
Or is it true that a broken heart can never be a blank canvas?
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Sarah Bennett
Christmas Surprises At Mermaids Point
Christmas is a time for love, laughter, families and friends, and in Mermaids Point, everyone is getting ready for the 
festive season.
For Nerissa and Tom, this will be their first Christmas as a couple, but making sure they have time for each other, whilst 
blending their families, will take some careful planning. What festive traditions will they make their own?
Laurie and Jake are flat out running Laurie's seafront café, packaging up orders of Christmas goodies. But when Jake's 
mum offers them an unexpected gift, their plans are turned upside down.
Alex can't help but be charmed by beautiful and talented Ivy, but he's still recovering from his ex-wife's betrayal and 
has a secret life he's not ready to share with anyone yet. But as the Christmas spirit starts weaving its magic, Alex may 
find himself ready for love sooner than he imagines.
For Andrew, nothing is more important than family. As friends and family gather beneath his roof it's a time for 
reflection about what the future might hold.
As far as Nick is concerned, Aurora Storm is the 'one that got away'. After they shared a holiday fling, he has been 
thinking about her ever since. Is Christmas the time to reach out to her, or is love at first sight just in fairy-tales?
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